
Making a great Decision  
is easier than ever.

prac14 
prhp14

Packaged Units



Built for your peace of MinD.

From their rugged protective cabinet to their heavy-duty  
compressor, the PRAC air conditioner and PRHP heat 
pump are made to stand up to every kind of weather, and 
deliver dependable operation season after season.



The bar has been raised in quality and design.

The PRAC and PRHP systems deliver comprehensive, smart, reliable solutions to home heating and cooling. The choice 
is yours – air conditioner or heat pump. Both feature tough construction and rugged components that outlast the elements 
and work hard for years to come.

Built for efficiency.

Now you can stay comfortable while using energy wisely. 
Both PRAC and PRHP units deliver a Seasonal Energy 
Efficiency Ratio (SEER) of 14.0. The Heating Seasonal 
Performance Factor (HSPF) for the heat pump is 8.0.

Peace of mind feels pretty good.

The Ducane packaged units are designed to make you 
feel good in every way. And once you’ve registered your 
equipment, you’ll enjoy the confidence of a full ten years 
of protection on the compressor and other parts. So sit 
back and relax. You have a Ducane.

soMe Decisions are tough.  
this one isn’t.

When you consider Ducane™ systems, quality and value are 
givens. You’re getting peace of mind with great features and 
smart designs that squeeze more efficiency out of every 
energy dollar. And best of all, you get it right now.
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The full-feaTured ducane™ packaged uniT  
is The righT choice, righT now.

• 14.0 SEER and 8.0 HSPF mean smart savings with  
solid operation

• Heavy-duty compressor is built tough for years of  
reliable, trouble-free performance

• Multi-speed blower motor allows for airspeed to be 
adjusted for comfort and efficiency

• Sound-insulating cabinet reduces operating noise so  
your home environment stays peaceful

• 10-year limited warranty on the compressor and other 
parts* means peace of mind

• Rugged steel cabinet with wire grille keeps internal 
components protected

• Quiet Shift™ design allows your heat pump to change  
to defrost mode with little or no noise

*Applies to residential applications only. For terms, conditions and exclusions, see full warranty at alliedair.com.

Due to our policy of  
continuous improvement,  
specifications are subject  
to change without notice.

www.ducanehvac.com 
1.800.448.5872

Make the Ducane Decision 
you won’t regret.

When you think about everything Ducane delivers, your 
decision is easier than ever. Feel smart. Feel efficient.  
And above all, feel comfortable. The performance and 
reliability you want are right here, and ready to go to work.  
Ducane. It’s the right choice. Right now.


